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Abstract. We present a novel idea for energy saving by reducing overhearing redundant copies of broadcast frames. It is based on abstract
frames containing a digest of a subsequent data frame. We evaluate energy savings of this scheme analytically and by means of simulation in
ns-2. Although we have applied our approach to SMAC, the key idea is
generic and can be used in a large variety of MAC protocols to further
enhance energy savings of existing optimized broadcast protocols.
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Introduction

Energy saving is crucial in designing long-lived sensor networks, mainly because
nodes are powered by batteries that may be costly, difficult, or impossible to
replace or to recharge. Measurements presented in the literature [1, 2] confirmed
by our experiments with the MC 13192 SARD sensor node show that radio
communication is a major source of energy consumption. Therefore, a node needs
to switch the radio off whenever possible to save energy. At the same time, to be
able to communicate with other nodes, they need to activate their radios during
some common active periods. Moreover, their competition for the radio channel
should follow a set of rules defined in a MAC layer. Energy may be wasted due
to the inherent behavior of the MAC layer because of the following problems:
– Idle Listening: since a node does not know when it will be the receiver of a
frame, it must keep its radio in receive mode, which consumes energy.
– Collisions: the energy used to send a frame is wasted when the frame collides
with another frame.
– Overhearing: this happens when a sensor node receives and decodes an irrelevant frame (e.g. a broadcast frame that has already been received).
– Protocol Overhead: control frames do not carry useful information although
their transmission consumes energy.
SMAC is an example of an energy efficient access method that tries to address
all these issues [3].
We focus on the problem of reducing the impact of idle listening and overhearing. We observe that many applications require an one-to-all communication

scheme such as a network-wide broadcast. A straightforward way to achieve this
scheme is flooding: a node broadcast a message to its neighbors that forward it
further on so that all the nodes eventually receive the message. Network-wide
broadcast is usually used in management protocols such as route discovery of
on-demand routing protocols [4] or during the interest propagation phase in Directed Diffusion [5], and in many application protocols. For a given node in the
network, only the first received broadcast frame is actually relevant and all other
received later ones are redundant since they carry the same data contents. Redundant transmissions degrade the performance of the network: when combined
with a contention based MAC protocol, redundant transmissions increase the
collision rate as reported in the broadcast storm problem [6]. Moreover, redundant transmissions simply drain more energy than needed, so their reception
should be avoided.
Since reducing energy consumption is the critical issue in sensor networks,
many authors have proposed protocols for energy-efficient broadcast: CDS (Connected Dominating Sets) [7], MPR (Multi Point Relays) [8], or RNG (Relative
Neighborhood Graphs) [9]. They try to reduce energy consumption of the network by limiting the number of required transmissions or by performing power
control to reduce transmission power. However, to our best knowledge, there is no
protocol that attempts to reduce the number of redundant receptions. Although
limiting the number of required transmissions already implies less redundant receptions, we propose to reduce redundant receptions even further to save more
energy. Considering the flooding case, avoiding redundant receptions lowers the
energy consumption at the receiver as it is then independent to the number of
neighbors.
To reduce energy consumption during the reception of broadcast messages,
we propose abstract frames: they are small control frames sent before each data
frame that contain a digest of the data frame. A node listening to the channel
uses the information in the abstract frame to identify and filter out redundant
messages at the MAC layer. If the node has already received the data frame, it
can switch its radio off and save energy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the key
idea of abstract frames. In Section 3, we analyze the performance of our abstract
frames method in terms of lifetime extension compared to two MAC protocols:
an ideal one that does not perform filtering out redundant message at the MAC
layer and SMAC. In Section 4, we report simulation results on the performance
of abstract frames method when used with SMAC.
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Abstract Frames

Abstract frames are small frames sent before each broadcast frame. An abstract
frame contains a digest of the data contained in the broadcast frame that follows
the abstract frame. A node uses the information in the abstract frame to learn
about the subsequent data contents. If a node learns from the abstract frame
that the data frame has already been received, it can switch its radio off, be-

Fig. 1. Avoiding redundant frame reception by means of Abstract Frames.

cause the subsequent data is redundant as shown in Fig. 1. In this way, a node
only overhears redundant abstract frames instead of overhearing redundant data
frames, which contributes to save more energy since abstract frames are expected
to be far shorter than data frames.
An abstract frame has a field that contains a hash of the data contents of the
subsequent broadcast frame. When the MAC layer needs to transmit a frame, it
constructs and transmits the corresponding abstract frame before transmitting
the broadcast frame. It inserts the hash field of the abstract frame in a table
to avoid receiving it again from its neighbors. This table logs frames that have
been recently seen so the MAC layer may switch the radio off when it expects a
redundant reception.
According to this procedure, the MAC layer always receives an abstract frame
before a data frame for broadcast communications. It first checks in its table
whether there is an entry with the same hash value. If the entry exists, then the
node switches its radio off to avoid receiving the same data again. If there is no
the received hash value in the table, then the node continues to listen to the
channel in order to receive the subsequent data frame. When it receives the data
frame, the node updates its table to avoid receiving redundant transmissions of
the received data frame.
One can argue that there will be collisions in computing the hash value
leading to false positives so that a node may ignore a data frame that has not
been previously received. However, we think that this situation is unlikely for the
following reasons. First, hash-field entries in the table of the MAC layer are not
permanent, but cleaned after a timeout value. We expect the hash function to
have good properties so that collisions are very rare. Even if a collision happens,
it must involve two simultaneous active broadcasts during the timeout, which is
fairly unlikely.
There are several ways for reducing energy consumption caused by broadcasts. The most immediate one is to reduce the number of transmitted frames by
avoiding redundant transmissions. Many proposed protocols select only a subset
of nodes to flood a message while ensuring that all nodes eventually receive the

message: CDS (Connected Dominating Sets) [7], MPR (Multi Point Relays) [8],
or RNG (Relative Neighborhood Graphs) [9]. Another approach tries to optimize
the transmission range by seeking a good tradeoff between consuming more energy required to reach farther nodes or having more retransmissions [10–12]. We
can apply the abstract frame approach to all such protocols, because it reduces
energy consumption at the MAC layer. As all of them try to reduce broadcast
traffic, the more efficient they are, the less abstract frames are necessary.

3

Theoretical Performance

Although the use of abstract frames results in less energy consumption during the reception of redundant frames, it also increases the energy drained per
transmitted data frame. Therefore, we propose to analyze the performance of
abstract frames taking into account these two parameters together. We propose
to compare the lifetime of a node running a MAC protocol without abstract
frames, which we call protocol P , to the lifetime of the same node when running
protocol P with abstract frames, which we call P ′ .
In our analysis, we consider that all the communications are broadcast and
nodes forward frames according to the flooding algorithm. As a candidate for
protocol P , we take two examples. The first protocol is a sub-ideal MAC protocol
that does not have idle listening. The second protocol is SMAC that reduces idle
listening via active/sleep schedules. For the sake of simplicity, we do not consider
collisions in the following analysis.
We call EP (resp. EP ′ ) the energy drained during a complete local flooding
operation when nodes use protocol P (resp. P ′ ). To quantify the ratio of lifetime
extension by protocol P ′ compared to protocol P , we calculate gain GP defined
in (1) for the two candidate MAC protocols.

GP =
3.1

EP
EP ′

(1)

Sub-Ideal MAC

To calculate the lifetime of a node, we consider the complete local flooding operation consisting of the reception of all frames from its neighbors and forwarding
the broadcast frame exactly once. Therefore, if the node has n neighbors, then
the energy drained during the flooding operation is:
Esub = nT Pr + T Pt ,

(2)

where T is the transmission time of the data frame and Pt (resp. Pr ) is the power
drained by a transmission (resp. a reception).
When abstract frames are used, the node receives all abstract frames, but
only one data frame. This is because the node discards the other data frames

since they are redundant. In addition to that, the node transmits one abstract
frame that precedes the data frame. The energy drained in this case is thus:
Esub′ = (nA + T )Pr + (T + A)Pt ,

(3)

where A is the transmission time of an abstract frame. Finally, the lifetime
extension is the following:

Gsub =

Esub
(n + ρ)T
=
,
Esub′
(1 + ρ)T + (n + 1)A

(4)

where ρ = Pt /Pr
From Eq. (4), we conclude that the lifetime extension increases when data
size increases and it converges to n+ρ
1+ρ when t → ∞. Also, when the number of
T
neighbors increases, the gain increases up to A
when n → ∞.
Note that the performance obtained with the use of abstract frames depends
on the ratio A
T of the abstract frame transmission time to the transmission time
of data frames: the smaller A compared with T , the larger lifetime extension
we get. We can calculate Amax , the maximum value of A beyond which there
is no gain in using abstract frames: we need that Gsub > 1, which leads to the
following:

Amax =

3.2



n−1
n+1



T

(5)

SMAC

We follow the same methodology to evaluate the lifetime extension ratio for
SMAC. Fig. 2 shows an example of a node with three neighbors. In SMAC, a node
alternates active periods during which nodes can communicate and sleep periods
during which nodes switch their radios off to save energy. The ratio of the period
durations is controlled by the MAC duty-cycle parameter. The duration of the
active period depends on a couple of parameters such that the data transmission
time and the slot time used in the backoff procedure when nodes contend for
the channel. Note that SMAC protocol chooses carefully the duration of the
active period so that it is large enough to hold a data transmission including
contention. However, there is no guarantee that the local flooding operation fits
a single active period3 .
Let us call D the duration of the active period. The local flooding operation
may fit one active period or more, depending on many parameters like the number of nodes n. In general, a node needs kD active periods, (k > 0) to carry
3

For the sake of simplicity, Fig. 2 shows that the local flooding operation fits one
active period

Fig. 2. Operation of SMAC with and without Abstract Frames.

out the local flooding operation. Therefore, we have the following relations (see
Fig. 2):
Esmac = nT Pr + T Pt + [kD − (n + 1)T ]Pi

(6)

and,
Esmac′ = (T + nA)Pr + (T + A)Pt + (n − 1)T Ps
+[kD − n(T + A) − (T + A)]Pi ,

(7)

where Pi (resp. Ps ) is the power drained during the idle (resp. sleep) mode.
In general, the power drained in the idle mode, in which the radio is ready to
receive, is slightly less than the power drained in receive mode. However, to
simplify the comparisons, we will assume that Pi = Pr . Also, the power drained
during the sleep mode is negligible compared to other modes, so we assume that
Ps = 0. By denoting ρ = Pt /Pr , we obtain the following lifetime extension for
SMAC:
Gsmac =

T ρ + kD − T
Esmac
=
Esmac′
(T + A)ρ + kD − nT − A

(8)

Eq. (8) shows that the gain depends on kD, the duration of active periods needed
for the complete local flooding. These active periods include idle listening. To
show the effect of idle listening on lifetime extension, we propose to rewrite
Eq. (8) in function of I, the amount of idle listening during the complete local
flooding:
I = kD − nT − T

(9)

Thus, Eq. (8) can be rewritten as:
Gsmac =

(n + ρ)T + I
(1 + ρ)T − A(1 − ρ) + I

(10)

Eq. (10) shows that the gain decreases when idle listening increases. More
precisely, the gain Gsmac → 1 (i.e., no gain) when I → ∞. This is quite expected,
because when idle periods dominate, then we will not get significant lifetime
extension since the power drained during idle listening will be the same whether
abstract frames are used or not.
Note that Eq. (10) implicitly includes the effect of traffic load on lifetime
extension because idle listening depends on traffic load. Indeed, when traffic load
is high, nodes spend more time in transmit and receive modes, which decrease the
amount of idle listening. Therefore, we conclude that lifetime extension increases
with traffic load. However, an excessive traffic load causes collisions that actually
decreases the lifetime extension. We study this factor through simulation in
Section 4.
Using the same approach as in Section 3.1, we calculate Amax for SMAC.
We have,


n−1
Amax =
T
(11)
ρ−1
Interestingly, when ρ ≤ 1, we have no constraint on the abstract frame transmission time to obtain a lifetime extension. Eq. (10) shows that the gain will
always be larger than 1, provided ρ ≤ 1. In this case, the power drained in transmit mode is less than the power drained in idle mode and transmitting abstract
frames saves more energy than staying idle.

4

Simulation

We have used ns-2 [13] to quantify the lifetime extension achieved with the use
of abstract frames by simulation. We have chosen SMAC to represent a low
power MAC protocol mainly because its code is public and seems to be stable.
However, the idea of avoiding redundant frames reception by means of abstract
frames may apply to a large variety of MAC protocols.
We compare the lifetimes achieved by two MAC protocols: SMAC without
abstract frames and SMAC’, which is SMAC with abstract frames. We carry out
simulations to get more insight into the energy saving ratio since we have not
taken all the parameters into account in the mathematical analysis.
Our application consists of a simple flooding agent that forwards a message
it receives exactly once. The simulation scenario consists of one source node
broadcasting messages according to a given traffic load. The other nodes flood
the received broadcast message. The source node assigns a different message
identifier for each new broadcast message. We put this message identifier in the
hash-data field of abstract frames to simulate the hash of the data payload4 .
4

There will not be false positives due to hash collisions. Note that this does not
perfectly simulate the actual behavior of our scheme in which hash collisions may
happen. However, we argue that hash collisions are very rare, so there should be no
significant difference in results (cf. Section 2).

When the SMAC’ agent receives an abstract frame, it checks whether it has
already seen (sent or received) the data frame with the same message identifier.
If the identifier is new, the SMAC’ agent adds this identifier to an internal table
and keeps the radio on to receive the subsequent data frame. However, if the
identifier has been already seen, then the following data is redundant and the
SMAC’ agent switches the radio off to save energy.
The application agent counts the number of non-redundant received messages. We use this number to quantify the lifetime of a node. The ratio of the
number of received messages with SMAC’ out of the number of received messages with SMAC determines the lifetime extension. We have considered three
situations to evaluate lifetime extension. These situations are the lifetime extension of the most vulnerable node, the lifetime extension of the most robust node,
and the lifetime averaged over all the nodes. Results show that abstract frames
extend the lifetime of SMAC by a similar margin for the three criteria. Therefore, we have chosen to only analyze the results corresponding to the average
number of messages in the rest of the discussion.
We measure the impacts of data payload, traffic load, and network density
on the lifetime extension. We use a simple energy model to simulate low power
radio. In our energy model, transmit mode consumes 96mW, receive mode drains
111mW and idle mode (i.e. ready-to-receive mode) consumes the same power as
receive mode. For the topology, we take a simple star network with the source
node placed at the center of the simulation area. The number of neighbors of
the source node determines the density of the network.
For each simulation run, we calculate the lifetime extension as defined above.
After some simulation runs, we calculate the average lifetime extension and the
confidence interval corresponding to 95% of values. We have always observed a
large confidence interval even with a very large set of simulation runs, which
reflects the fluctuations in lifetime extension ratios due to the SMAC characteristics. In SMAC, the active period is composed of two periods: synchronization
period and data period. Nodes use the synchronization period to exchange SYNC
frames from time to time in order to synchronize on a common sleep/wakeup
schedule. Note that SMAC does not guarantee that all nodes synchronize on a
single common schedule. Nodes that share a common schedule form a virtual
cluster and the network may contain one or several virtual clusters. Some nodes,
called border nodes, may belong to more than one virtual cluster. There are
many options to manage the active/wakeup schedules of the border nodes. In
the implementation of SMAC we are using, a border node keeps active during
all the active periods of the virtual clusters it belongs to. As a consequence, the
actual MAC duty cycle of a border node increases, which decreases the efficiency
of abstract frames since idle listening increases with the MAC duty cycle. Note
that each time we run a simulation with a different random seed, we get different numbers of virtual clusters formed in the network. We have taken care to
compare the lifetimes of SMAC and SMAC’ in similar conditions, i.e., for the
same number of virtual clusters.
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Fig. 3. Lifetime extension with respect to the data size.

Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) represent the same simulation results that corresponds to the lifetime extension with respect to the data size. Fig. 3(a) shows
the histogram of the lifetime extension that depends on the number of virtual
cluster formed during each run. Fig. 3(b) presents the same data in function of
the data size. We followed the same methodology to plot Fig. 4(a), 4(b), 5 from
the histograms, but we only show the lifetime extension with respect to a given
parameter.
We notice that the lifetime extension is small for small data sizes, because
the amount of time during which we switch the radio off to avoid redundant
data reception becomes negligible (around 4%) compared to the time the radio
is on. We have used the application duty-cycle that corresponds to the traffic
load of 0.1 messages per second. However, when the data payload size increases
up to 1024 bytes, the lifetime extension increases from 40% to 60%. This large
interval is due to variations of the number of virtual clusters in each simulation
run. As expected, the 40% ratio corresponds to the situation with many formed
virtual clusters and the 60% ratio corresponds less virtual clusters. Note that
the formation of several virtual cluster decreases the lifetime extension because
idle listening becomes significant. In [14], Li et al. pointed out this problem and
proposed GSA (Global Schedule Algorithm) to make the network converge to
one virtual cluster. We expect abstract frames to have better performance with
GSA.
In Fig. 4(a), we have varied the traffic load from 0.0125 to 0.1 messages per
second i.e., from one message every 10 seconds to one message every 80 seconds.
The payload of the messages is 512 bytes. The figure shows that the lifetime
extension increases when the traffic load increases. In this case, the time during
which data are exchanged becomes non negligible compared to the duration of
idle listening. Hence, the duration during which SMAC’ exploits abstract frames
to switch off the radio becomes more significant. Note that we do not present
results beyond 0.1 messages per second, because we have observed a considerable
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Fig. 4. Lifetime extension with respect to the traffic load and the number of neighbors.

increase of collision rates for the traffic load larger than 0.1 and negligible energy
saving ratios for the traffic load less than 0.0125. We argue that this is rather
SMAC-dependent and not a result showing intrinsic low performance of abstract
frames. We expect to get better performance with other low power MAC protocols that manage idle listening in a better way like TMAC [15], WiseMAC [16]
and BMAC [17].
In Fig. 4(b), we have varied the number of neighbors of the source node to get
different network degrees. This gives us a precise idea on what SMAC’ is able to
achieve in situations in which the channel is not saturated and collisions are rare.
For these simple star topology networks, we have observed a collision ratio less
than 1%, which allows us to see the effect of network density on lifetime extension
independently from collisions. As expected, the lifetime extension increases with
network density.
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In Fig. 5, we have measured the lifetime extension ratios in general cases.
We have generated five networks with node positions distributed uniformly in a
square area except for the source node always placed in the center. The networks
are connected and the degree of a network with less nodes is less than the degree
of a network with more nodes. The average densities of the networks are: 1.8,
2.7, 3.3, 3.6 and 4.12 for networks with 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 nodes respectively.
With the traffic load of 0.1 messages per second, we have observed collision rates
increasing considerably.
Collisions mitigate the efficiency of abstract frames. Therefore, as opposed
to what one may expect, the lifetime extension ratio may not systematically
increase with the network density as shown in Fig. 5. This is because in most
of the cases, collisions happen between abstract frames transmitted in the same
time slot and receivers cannot correctly decode these abstract frames. Hence, it
is not possible for receivers to know about the subsequent data contents so that
they cannot switch their radios off. Note that this issue is rather related to the
performance of the broadcast in 802.11-inspired MAC protocols. The way usually
used to decrease collision rates in these protocols is to increase the contention
window size. However, this may be inefficient in SMAC, because increasing the
contention window also increases idle listening, which is not desirable. Another
reason of smaller gain ratios of abstract frames with SMAC is related to the
formation of many virtual clusters. Indeed, when the density of nodes in network
increases, border nodes will belong to more virtual clusters. Therefore, border
nodes will be awaken during all the wakeup schedules of the virtual clusters they
belong to, which increases idle listening and then mitigates the gain obtained
with the use of abstract frames. For example, in networks with 10 nodes (resp.
20, ..., 50) we have used in the simulation, each node belongs on the average to 1.3
(resp. 1.6, 1.8, 2.1 and 2.3) virtual clusters. We think that these mitigated gain
ratios are rather due to SMAC and we expect larger gain ratios with protocols
that better manage idle listening.

5

Conclusion

We have presented a novel idea for energy saving by reducing overhearing redundant copies of broadcast frames. It is based on abstract frames containing
a digest of a subsequent data frame. We have evaluated of this scheme analytically and by means of simulation in ns-2. Although we have applied our approach
to SMAC, the key idea is generic and can be used in a large variety of MAC
protocols to further enhance energy savings of existing optimized broadcast protocols. We continue this work by evaluating the efficiency of abstract frames in
the context of other MAC protocols.
For an efficient implementation of abstract frames, we investigate the use of
CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) codes to compute the digest of data frames
put in abstract frames. In this way, we do not increase the load of the processor
for hash computation, because micro controllers used in sensor nodes are usually
performance-limited. Moreover, this solution might reduce the amount of energy

needed for such an operation and do not increase the cost of sensor nodes,
because no additional dedicated hardware is needed.
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